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Paranoid Personality Disorder or Organised Child Sexual Abuse? 

The Role of Psychologists and Psychiatrists in Family Courts

Dr. Rainer Hermann Kurz
This presentation is concerned with the quality of psychological and psychiatric assessments in Family Court settings. 

Ireland (2012) found that 2/3 of psychological assessments trawled from UK Family Courts were ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’. New 

guidance about court appointed experts was issued by the British Psychological Society and the President of the Family 

Court. However, concerns remain as in the secrecy of the family court there is no transparency and virtual no recourse as 

HCPC and GMC watchdogs require prior permission of the judge for report release and refuse to get involved in matters of 

‘professional judgement’.

A case study is presented where poor assessment standards were seemingly ‘weaponised’ by an organised child sexual 

abuse group.

A mother had asked the father of her daughter to leave their flat due to controlling and coercive behaviours but encouraged 

monthly contact day visits. The girl had various disabilities that were salient to the case. The mother organised seven therapy 

sessions for her pre-teen daughter who had become uncomfortable at school and developed an aversion to having a bath. 

The mother and the girl found themselves victims of 'gaslighting' burglary where objects were placed, slightly moved, or 

removed. Subsequently, the father made a series of four threatening phone calls trying to coerce the child to report to 

Children Services that her mother was neglecting her, but the child refused. A few months later the girl started to disclose 

about sexual abuse by a man (including in bathtubs) while on contact visits to her father. 

A mental health professional flouted the DSM-5 definition criteria for Paranoid Personality Disorder and used ‘disputed facts’. 

Mother and daughter as a consequence were separated for 5 years.

Abstract
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Evaluating Expert Witness Psychological Reports: Exploring Quality

‘Dubious 'experts' are paid to tear families apart

A new report condemns the shoddy standards of psychologists' reports in our family 
courts.‘

A study by Professor Jane Ireland, a forensic psychologist, for the Family Justice 
Council examined 126 psychological reports trawled at random from family court 
documents. It found that two thirds of them were “poor” or “very poor” in quality

‘Another woman was found by a psychologist to be “a competent mother” – so the social 
workers went to a second witness, who found the same. They then commissioned a third, 
who at last came up with what they wanted: that the mother had, again, “a borderline 
personality disorder”. On that basis, her three children were sent for adoption.’
 

Prof Jane Ireland
 (2012)
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Dr Rainer Kurz
BPS Letter & Article
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https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jul/31/nottinghamshire-children-in-care-abused-for-decades-report#:~:text=Hundreds%20of%20children%20in%20council,mistakes%2C%20an%20inquiry%20has%20found.

Broxtowe

In October 1987 children were removed 

from their families in Nottingham, and in 

February 1989 a Broxtowe family was 

charged with multigenerational child 

sexual abuse and neglect.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_satanic_ritual_abuse_allegations

https://endritualabuse.org/?s=wikipedia

UK Organised 
Child Sexual Abuse

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2019/jul/31/nottinghamshire-children-in-care-abused-for-decades-report#:~:text=Hundreds%20of%20children%20in%20council,mistakes%2C%20an%20inquiry%20has%20found
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broxtowe,_Nottingham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_satanic_ritual_abuse_allegations
https://endritualabuse.org/?s=wikipedia


● Covers full spectrum from complex trauma through to false memories

● Mentions Dissociative Disorders (formerly Multiple Personality Disorder)

● UK Psychologists: Bernice Andrews, John Morton, Debra A. Bekerian, Chris R. Brewin, 
Graham M. Davies, Phil Morton  

● In line with Trauma literature

● Not on BPS website – request from BPS Office or ichinendaimoku@gmail.com 

Article in The Psychologist May 1995 (pp. 209-214):

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-8/edition-5

Across 1083 survey respondents (overall responsive rate: 27%) 13% of respondents worked with 
clients reporting SRA and believed them (15% had clients reporting SRA)

“Recovered Memories. The Report of the Working Party of 
The British Psychological Society” (1995)

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-8/edition-5
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Recovered Memories

BPS Report 1995 
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Ideologically 
Motivated Crimes

Extreme Abuse Survey:

• EAS - Adult Survivors
• P-EAS - Professionals
• C-EAS - Children

Becker, T., Karriker, W., Overkamp, B. & 
Rutz, C. (2008). The extreme abuse 
surveys: preliminary findings regarding 
dissociative identity disorder. In Sachs, 
A. & Galton, G. (Eds.): Forensic aspects 
of dissociative identity disorder. Karnac 
Books: London.
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/acp.3220

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/acp.3220
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/10990720/2017/31/1

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/toc/10990720/2017/31/1
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Sequence of Events

• At birth – various disabilities

• Before age 3 – mother asks father to leave 

• At age 4 – many injuries in nursery

• At age 5 – behaviour change notice in medical records

• At age 5 to 10 – bullying and insufficient safeguarding at schools 

• From age 10 to 12 – education outside mainstream schooling

• From age 5 to 12 – many sensitive entries in medical records

• At age 11 mother pays for therapy sessions regarding difficulty with ‘having a bath’

• At age 12 disclosures indicative of organised child sexual abuse (including in a bath)

• Mother reports disclosures to police

• Police get Children Services involved

• Children Services make contact with father even before talking to the mother

• …

• Child taken into care until turning 18
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Gaming of Family Court?

• Father ‘befriends’ school (and Children Services?) staff 

• Father sends child to perform in odd ‘kinky sex’ shows

• Father asks associate ‘D’ to sexually abuse child from age 11 to 12 in odd ways

• In the mother’s home ‘gaslighting’ is happening (suggesting multiple burglaries):
• Forks are going missing

• Black plastic spider on floor

• Blue napkin on floor

• Pictures moved ever-so-slightly

• Back of TV cables unplugged 

• Father asks associate ‘D’ to take child to GP to claim neglect by the mother

• Father makes phone calls at four consecutive nights asking child to fill in forms etc.

• Father ‘stalks’ mother and child

• Child starts to disclose about organised child sexual abuse

• Mother informs police with 7-page write-up plus many updates

• Within weeks the Council’s Children Services department accuse mother of ‘neglect’
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Court 
Appointed 

Experts

1. Mental Health Professional: claims enmeshment; poor psychometric assessment

2. Mental Health Professional: claims child has ASD instead of (Complex) PTSD

3. Mental Health Professional: claims mother has PPD
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DSM Paranoid 
Personality Disorder

Diagnostic Criteria for 301.0 Paranoid Personality Disorder

A. A pervasive distrust and suspiciousness of others such that the motives are interpreted as malevolent, beginning by 

early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by four (or more) of the following: 

1. Suspects, without sufficient basis, that others are exploiting, harming or deceiving him or her

2. Is preoccupied with unjustified doubts about the loyalty or trustworthiness of friends or associates

3. Is reluctant to confide in others because of unwarranted fear that the information will be used maliciously against him 

or her

4. Reads hidden demeaning or threatening meanings into benign remarks or events

5. Persistently bears grudges (i.e. is unforgiving of insults, injuries, or slights)

6. Perceives attacks on his or her character or reputation that are not apparent to others and is quick to react angrily or 

to counterattack

7. Has recurrent suspicions, without justification, regarding fidelity of spouse or sexual partner

A. Does not occur exclusively during the course or Schizophrenia, a Mood Disorder with psychotic features, or another 

psychotic disorder and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a general medical condition.

Note:  If criteria are met prior to the onset of schizophrenia, add “premorbid”, e.g. “Paranoid Personality Disorder (Premorbid).
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Metropolitan Police
Child Protection

2016 Report
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Metropolitan Police
Child Protection

2023 Report
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TRAUMA & MEMORY

(2021)



TRAUMA & MEMORY

(2021)
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